TREETOP ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A. - COOKIES
TreeTop Asset Management S.A. (hereinafter “TreeTop”) ensures that your privacy is respected and that it is easy
for you to find your way around our website. To do this, we use cookies on our website that do not affect your
privacy in any way. We consider it important to inform you clearly about this.
When reading our website, information about the browsing of your device (computer, tablet, smartphone, etc.) on
our website may be recorded in “cookie” files installed on your device, depending on the choices you have made
concerning cookies and that you may change at any time.

WHAT DOES “COOKIE” MEAN?
A cookie is a simple text file sent with the pages of this website. Your browser can then save it on the hard drive of
your computer, tablet or mobile phone.
Important: Cookies are completely harmless. They do not delete any data from your computer and do not alter
any files or programmes. In addition, they cannot contain any viruses.
There are two main types of cookies:
Session cookies - these only exist while you are on a site. They are used to recognise you when you switch from one
page to another. For example, they can remember what you place in a shopping cart in online purchasing systems.
They are deleted when you leave the site. These cookies may also help maintain the integrity and security of the
session.
Persistent (or permanent) cookies - which remain on your computer until a possible expiry date or until they are
deleted. Many are built with an automatic deletion date that means they disappear automatically and without
causing any damage on the specified date. This prevents your disk from filling up with these small files. This type of
cookie is often used to keep and reuse login information to avoid you having to remember long strings of code.
TreeTop uses both types of cookie on its website www.treetopam.com. The purpose of this is to optimise the
security of our website and provide an optimal service.

WHAT ARE COOKIES ISSUED ON THIS WEBSITE USED FOR?
A cookie enables our website to recognise you while preserving your anonymity. The website takes note of your
preferences and automatically adapts to your wishes. But this information is in no way related to your name or
identity. For example, these cookies allow you to surf directly in your language, while ensuring you do not have to
enter your login data every time. In short, they make using TreeTop’s website much faster and more comfortable.
In addition, cookies can measure the popularity of web pages or the average duration of your visit to our website.
Cookies improve our website, for you and for us. Thanks to cookies, you can access the information you want more
quickly. For example, you do not have to choose the language or enter the same details on every visit.
For TreeTop, cookies make website features more efficient and relevant. By analysing our visitors’ browsing
behaviour, we see what information was most consulted. We can therefore continuously improve our services.

THE COOKIES WE USE ALLOW US TO:
•
•

establish visitor and use statistics and volumes of the various elements of our website (sections and content
visited, route), enabling us to improve the appeal and ergonomics of our services;
adapt the presentation of our website to your device’s display preferences (language used, display
resolution, operating system used, etc.) during your visits to our website, depending on the visualisation
or reading hardware and software used by your device;

•

•

remember information about a form you have completed on our website (registration or access to your
account) or products, services or information that you have chosen on our website (subscribed service,
content of a shopping cart, etc.);
enable you to access reserved and personal areas of our website, such as your account, by means of
usernames or data that you may have previously entrusted to us; to implement security measures, for
example when you are asked to log in again to content or a service after a certain period of time.

YOUR CHOICES REGARDING COOKIES
Several possibilities are available to you to manage cookies. Any settings set by you may change your web browsing
and your conditions of access to certain services requiring the use of cookies.
You can choose at any time to express and modify your preferences regarding cookies, following the procedures
described below.

THE CHOICES OFFERED TO YOU BY YOUR BROWSING SOFTWARE
You can configure your browsing software so that cookies are stored in your device or conversely are rejected,
either systematically or by issuer. You can also configure your browsing software so that you are periodically offered
the choice as to whether to accept or refuse cookies, before a cookie may be stored on your device. For more
information, see the section “How to implement your choices depending on the browser you use”

AGREEMENT ON COOKIES
The storage of a cookie in a device is primarily subject to the device user’s preferences, which he/she can express
and modify at any time and free of charge through the choices offered thereto by their browsing software.
If you have accepted in your browsing software that cookies can be stored on your device, the cookies incorporated
in the pages and content you have viewed may be stored temporarily in a dedicated area of your device. They will
only be legible by their issuer.

REFUSAL OF COOKIES
If you refuse to store cookies or if you delete those stored on your device, you will no longer be able to benefit from
a number of features that are required to browse certain areas of our website. This would be the case if you were
trying to access our content or services that require identification. This would also be the case when we - or our
service providers - could not recognise, for technical compatibility purposes, the type of browser used by your
device, its language and display settings or the country from which your device seems to be connected to the
internet.
Where appropriate, we accept no responsibility for consequences related to the degraded operation of our services
resulting from the impossibility for us to register or consult the cookies necessary for their operation and which you
have refused or deleted.

HOW TO IMPLEMENT YOUR CHOICES DEPENDING ON THE BROWSER YOU USE
The configuration of each browser differs with regard to the management of cookies and your choices. This is
described in your browser’s help menu, which will tell you how to change your cookie preferences.
To automatically delete cookies, do as follows:

INTERNET EXPLORER
Go to the “Extra” menu and select “Internet Options”. Select “Delete browsing history”.
If you also want to set it for the future, select “Delete browsing history on exit”.

MOZILLA FIREFOX
Go to the Settings menu, click on “Privacy & Security” and select “never remember history” or if you want to select
your cookies yourself, go to the Settings menu, click on "Privacy & Security", "Cookies & website data", "Manage
data".

SAFARI
Go to the “Preferences” menu, click on “Privacy” and click on “Delete all website data”.

GOOGLE CHROME
Go to the “History” menu, click on “Display full history” and then on “Clear browsing data”.

